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Abstract

Using machine learning to identify the occurrence of
changing air masses

Anund Bergfors

In the forecast data post-processing at the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological
Institute (SMHI) a regular Kalman filter is used to debias the two meter air
temperature forecast of the physical models by controlling towards air temperature
observations. The Kalman filter however diverges when encountering greater
nonlinearities in shifting weather patterns, and can only be manually reset when a new
air mass has stabilized itself within its operating region. This project aimed to
automate this process by means of a machine learning approach. The methodology
was at its base supervised learning, by first algorithmically labelling the air mass shift
occurrences in the data, followed by training a logistic regression model.
Observational data from the latest twenty years of the Uppsala automatic
meteorological station was used for the analysis.
A simple pipeline for loading, labelling, training on and visualizing the data was built. As
a work in progress the operating regime was more of a semi-supervised one - which
also in the long run could be a necessary and fruitful strategy. Conclusively the logistic
regression appeared to be quite able to handle and infer from the dynamics of air
temperatures - albeit non-robustly tested - being able to correctly classify 77% of the
labelled data.
This work was presented at Uppsala University in June 1st of 2018, and later in June
20th at SMHI.
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1 Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Väderprognoser består huvudsakligen av fysikaliska modellers beräkningar utifrån tidigare observa-
tioner vid exempelvis meteorologiska stationer, där sker mätningar av storheter såsom lufttemperatur
vid två meters höjd. Modellprognoserna har förstås sina brister; de prognosticerar ofta en generellt
för hög eller låg temperatur, mer eller mindre nederbörd än vad verkligheten visar. Men att förbättra
de fysikaliska modellerna är en väldigt svår uppgift. Istället är postprocessning, efterbearbetning av
modellprognosdata, den idag vanligaste och viktigaste metoden för att försöka åstadkomma bättre
slutprognoser. En av de metoder som SMHI använder för postprocessning är Kalmanfilter.

Det Kalmanfilter som detta projekt berör försöker använda nya observationer av lufttemperatur för att
justera modellens generellt alltför låga eller höga temperaturprognos. Kalmanfiltret är av en enkel typ
och kan med relativt enkla beräkningar korrigera så att slutprognosen mycket närmre förutsäger vad
de verkliga temperaturerna senare faktiskt kommer bli. Problemet med detta enkla Kalmanfilter är att
det har svårt att hantera när det sker snabba stora förändringar i prognosticerade luftmassor. Detta
kan exempelvis ske vid temperaturinversioner, när den nattida utstrålningen mot en klar himmel gör
att lufttemperaturen ökar med höjden istället för att den som brukligt minskar. Andra exempel på
luftmasseskiften är då det kommer varmare eller kallare fuktig luft från Atlanten och Golfströmmen,
eller torr kall eller varm kontinental luft från Ryssland. Det är de situationer i prognosbilden som är
ohanterbara för Kalmanfiltret som detta projekt arbetat för att lösa.

Idén var att med hjälp av maskininlärning försöka skapa en förmåga att i nära realtid upptäcka när de
för Kalmanfiltret ohanterbara luftmasseskiftena inträffar. Detta gjordes i grunden med hjälp av ett
angreppssätt som kallas supervised learning, en grupp maskininlärningsmetoder där en behöver guida
inlärningen med hjälp av färdiga exempel på situationer kopplade med vad en vill att den ska dra
för slutsatser av de situationerna. Skapandet av, och tillgången till specifika inlärningsexempel är en
viktig anledning till den märkbara påverkan maskininlärning haft på dagens samhälle. Data bestående
av exempel på situationer kopplade med tillhörande slutsatser kallas för labelled, d.v.s. märkta eller
kategoriserade data. Det fanns emellertid ingen hoper uppmärkta exempel på luftmasseskiften att
tillgå inför detta projekt. Alltså behövdes först åstadkommas en märkning av data.

Istället för prognosdata användes i detta projekt observationsdata på grund av dess större lät-
thanterlighet, vilket möjliggjordes av att de i stort ändå starkt liknar varandra. Denna data bestod av
flera av de för problemställningen viktigaste storheterna, då framförallt tvåmeterslufttemperaturen.
Data var från de senaste 20 årens mätningar vid automatstationen i Uppsala. Genom att algoritmiskt
jämföra medeltemperaturerna för på varandra efterföljande tvådygnsperioder kunde data med viss
träffsäkerhet automatiskt kategoriseras som signifikant luftmasseskifte eller ej. Uppmärkt data kunde
sedan användas för att träna maskininlärningen. Specifikt är logistisk regression den maskininlärn-
ingsmetod som användes. Det är en mycket snabb och förhållandevis kraftfull metod, som inte
nödvändigtvis behöver så mycket data eller datorkraft för att lära upp.

Den logistiska regressionen lyckades med en 77% detektionsgrad förhållandevis väl tyda mönstren
som fanns i temperaturobservationerna. Men detta kan mest ses som ett preliminärt mått på dess
förmåga att just hantera denna typ av data. Egentligen behöver förbehandlingen (preprocessningen)
av data inför den logistiska regressionen, bland annat i form av automatisk kategorisering, samt den
logistiska regressionen själv förfinas.

2 Introduction

Forecasts of meteorological models will of course deviate from reality, and often in a biased way.
To compensate for this, post-processing techniques are applied to the forecast data. One such post-
processing technique used at the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) applies
a regular Kalman filter (KF), which on basis of two meter air temperature observations adjusts the
forecast. This works well when weather situations remain similar for longer periods of time, but the
filter often diverges from the temperature observations at the greater nonlinearity when a shift in the
weather pattern occurs.

This is an important problem to solve in the post-processing of meteorological forecast data. Either
by detecting air masses shifting abruptly in the forecast, indicating when to reset the KF, keeping
it within its operating range and resulting in a higher quality of forecasts. Or by replacing the
KF altogether. The third option, adjusting the forecast models, would be a very large and difficult
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undertaking, and is generally seldom done. Instead one uses post-processing to improve the quality
of the forecasts.

Supervised learning techniques could be suitable for making up for this weakness in the system.
Though a drawback of machine learning (ML) in general is that the initial computational cost in
training the model can be substantial, especially the amount of data needed. And particularly, a
drawback of supervised learning, one of the most commonly used methodologies, is that it necessitates
one having a set of training data containing inputs paired with outputs, T = {(xi, yi)n

i=1}, where xi
and yi constitutes all the n examples of the pairs of input and output variables respectively, between
which the model then learns to map. This is challenging in general, and for many more complex
datasets labelling of the outputs can require a lot of manual work. In this project the labelling will be
algorithmical, as there are some specific dynamics to air mass shifts (will henceforth be abbreviated
as AMS). But another approach could be merely resorting to some unsupervised learning method, for
instance anomaly detection.

This project aims to use the linear classifier logistic regression (will be abbreviated as LR) as a primary
method. But for historical reasons the term regression would, with this one exception, refer to LR
being a ordinal continuous model instead of a categorical one. A second method candidate, recurrent
neural networks (NN) (RNN) with the long short-term memory (LSTM) activation function (originally
crafted in research led by Jürgen Schmidhuber) also capable of for instance binary classification,
was planned but in the end not explored. LSTM RNN would also be used in a supervised setting
(but could also run unsupervised anomaly detection), consequently the labelled training data could
be reused, or in a semi-supervised sense - expanded and refined. And possibly the LR, through an
intermediate semi-supervised step will be able to assist in better and further labelling for feeding the
NN.[1]

The programming language used is Python 2.7, and the libraries containing the ML methods are
scikit-learn for LR and TensorFlow for the LSTM RNN.

2.1 Techniques

Logistic regression (LR) is a very simple but yet powerful supervised ML method, especially in
terms of efficiency, robustness, transparency and consequently inference.[2, 3, 4] It stems from its
eponymous statistical method, but extended to enable ML.

Efficiency because it can produce quite good results with limited computational cost. But it cannot
generally reach the heights of neural networks (NN) in particular, accuracies however preluded by
a lot of computation when training. But also the more complicated and costly pre-processing that
might be needed for the NN to flourish.

Robustness because there is no assumption about the probability distribution of the data generating
process (DGP), in this case all the meteorological and other physical processes that make the
temperature deviate from that of an imagined ideal process. For instance the temperature produced
at a certain height above ground with the certain albedo of a certain angle of incidence on a known
material condition. While other methods might assume these deviations to be of some distribution -
often Gaussian.[2]

Transparency because LR is parametric, and the parameters are distinctly defined at setup, and also
they are more interpretable, e.g. compared to NN where parameters often are undefined abstractions
of abstractions, this making it easier to infer from the learnings of LR.

There is a similarity between LR and NN:s in that for certain choices of model specifics a single-layer
perceptron (among the simplest of feedforward NN:s), also a binary linear classifier, is identical
to LR. In a simplified sense a multilayer perceptron (MLP) or a (deep) NN can be constructed by
stacking layers of LR.[5]

LR is among the most widely used and most popular learning algorithms.[6] But in the end RNN
LSTM is expected to be the method which would be able to reach very high accuracy, and possibly
what would be needed for production usage.
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2.1.1 Logistic regression

In principle logistic regression works in the same fashion as the ML method linear regression, but via
the logistic sigmoid function mapping � 7→]0, 1[. In the pedagogical binary case the probability for
the first class is then

Pr(1|X) = p(X; β) =
eβ

T X

1 + eβT X
, (1)

where X is a conceptual/generic input example, lead by a 1 and followed by the p input variables, β
is the corresponding parameter vector, with a leading β0, the offset, followed by p parameters. The
leading β01 makes this an affine transformation, rather than just a linear one. The probability for the
second (complementary) class, Pr(0|X), is 1−Pr(1|X). The logit or the log-odds (the logarithm of the
relative probability of the two classes) is then what the corresponding linear regression is fitted to.

log
Pr(1|X)
Pr(0|X)

= βT X (2)

The β:s are then found by maximizing the likelihood, via equivalently maximizing the log-likelihood,
under the argument (β).

β̂ = arg max
β

log `(β) (3)

Where the likelihood is defined as

`(β)
de f
= Pr(Y = y | X = x; β) . (4)

Y are generic output examples, here a n vector (since the outputs are single variable), while X,
the generic input examples constitutes a n × (p+1) matrix. y is the n vector of the specific output
examples, and x is the n × (p+1) matrix of the specific input examples. Through (4) one can see
that (3) defines a decision boundary approximating the Bayes decision boundary, which is optimal in
trying to minimize the misclassification error, here by maximizing the likelihood under β. Equation
(3) is solved by a nonlinear system of equations

∇β log `(β) =

n∑
i=1

xi

(
yi −

eβ
T xi

1 + eβT xi

)
= 0 , (5)

which lacks a closed form solution and needs to be solved numerically.[7]

The binary case can fairly easily be extended to the multinomial case by using the softmax function
(a generalization of the logistic sigmoid function) and one-hot encoding, both of them techniques
also being present in NN:s.

LR (as most other ML methods) typically needs a pre-processing step of feature scaling to be able to
learn properly, optimally and efficiently. The predominant variant of feature scaling is standardization,
but others are e.g. min-max normalization, mean normalization and unit scaling.

Further techniques can be used to improve the result:

Variable (feature) transformations, or feature engineering, that represent relations somehow inferred
from the data or from the principles inherent in the DGP, i.e. meteorology, can reshape the regular
linear fitting to also follow nonlinearities for instance. This requires some knowledge and analysis
about the data and its underlying principles. And increased flexibility also has drawbacks, as it
increases the risk of overfitting. A risk that may also become high as the number of variables (features)
might be large. This brings another technique into focus - regularization - which fundamental role is
to minimize overfitting. Preferably the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) will
be used, which additionally provides input selection - helpful in deciding which features are most
important - and on its own entails an important feedback on the meteorological dynamics of shifting
air masses. This is accomplished by putting a penalty weight (λ) on the L1-norm of the parameters,
penalizing and even nullifying the parameters of the features with least contribution to the dynamics
of the problem.

And then there is k-fold cross-validation (CV), often part of a robust testing regime, where one
randomly selects a large subset of the training data as a training set, and a small subset for testing,
then permutates through the entire original training set. CV is especially beneficial if one uses
regularization, as it helps in finding an optimal λ.
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LR is however not immediately applicable for time series. And as the problem at hand is one of a
time series of various observational measurements, this will need to be handled through the creation
of time windows each consisting of an air mass shift (AMS) occurrence. This is a task of labelling
- finding enough of these time windows for training the model. Either with an algorithm detecting
historical temperature AMS:s through some measure separating shifting air masses from the regular
daily temperature variations, and also with enough precision determining the boundaries of these
time windows. Or, alternatively, as often is the practice for complex datasets, it can be done with
manual labelling - in this project feasible only with a more limited dataset, for preliminary data
and method exploration, but not for the greater datasets this project will encompass. The idea then,
how to apply LR to this windowed time series, is to designate a unique feature to each time within
the window, with standardized intervals and standardized window length. The features will then be
assigned the values of the original observational parameter measurements at the respective times.
This multidimensional time-temperature approach might appear a bit novel and strange, viewing each
observation as an input variable - instead viewing a whole window as a sample. But it replicates the
setup when one has a "regular" static situation, the features describing one point per sample. And
reflecting upon trying to "straightforwardly" apply the setup when one has a static problem, on the
time series case, it might seem equally strange, each sample now describing a snapshot, a window,
a group of points, of the data from the DGP (meteorology). And inspecting these two alternatives
further one discovers that the 2D time-temperature approach is probably less linearly separable than
the multidimensional time-temperature approach. But in the end it could be good to try both, as the
drawback of the multidimensional is that it has an excessive number variables, which could lead to
overfitting, especially if the number of training samples is not equally excessive. Although LR at the
base is not very prone to overfitting, and regularization should help prevent it.

Initially a univariate methodology will be used, just investigating the behaviour of the air temperature,
trying to go as far as possible in labelling the AMS occurrences solely on the basis of this parameter,
and then measure the performance of the LR. Then, to really take advantage of the power of
supervised learning, expand into the multivariate domain by using any number of features, but
in stages, prioritized by their explanatory power, which can be estimated through meteorological
principles or with LASSO.

The library sklearn method set planned for using is the linear_model with the methods
LogisticRegression and LogisticRegressionCV. The first one a bit simpler and cheaper to run,
for initial tryouts without built-in cross-validation, in a more manual way feeding it a predetermined
training set and a testing set, and manually setting the regularization parameter λ. The second one
containing cross-validation which will produce more robust scores of the efficiency of the LR, and
will also by the way of a grid search be able to tune λ to this end.

2.1.2 Recurrent neural network with long short-term memory

The second method in the pipeline to be applied is a RNN LSTM. This technique is much more
sophisticated than LR, but not as transparent by far, and significantly but not critically more com-
putationally demanding - chiefly requiring massively more training data. But it is also much more
powerful, being a possible candidate for eventually replacing the KF or its related methods altogether.

NN:s use linear combinations of the inputs with weights assigned through the training procedure.
In a single layer NN these linear combinations are passed through one or more nonlinear functions,
called activation functions, each with its own linear weight combination going into it. One then adds
depth to the NN by adding new hidden layers, each having the outputs of the activation functions of
the last layer as its inputs, now called hidden units. Usually the training greedily finds the parameters
per layer. In RNN:s, however, there will be dependencies between layers, which makes them suitable
for time series. Lastly - LSTM is a more advanced type of activation function which supplies the
ability for the RNN to remember remote episodes indefinitely far into the past.[8]

2.1.3 Alternative approaches in handling air mass shifts

There are more advanced KF:s, or similar methods, that could replace the regular KF, such as an
ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) or a particle filter or sequential Monte Carlo (SMC). But that would
necessitate a lot of development and changes to the current system. Of course ML also would require
some work to develop and test, and also some modifications and additions to the procedures now
used, especially depending on the comprehensiveness of the ML approach. Also: any method that is
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used needs to be fast, to fulfill the requirements of timely forecasts, which is the case with trained
ML models. Another system that is sometimes used, in Germany for instance, is called model output
statistics (MOS). It can handle temperature inversions, but is much more inflexible if changes are
to be made to the meteorological model used. Yet another system exists, support vector regression
(SVR), this of ML descent, which has characteristics similar to those of MOS.

2.2 Data

The data used in the project will be observational data. Although forecast data will be used when
in production, observational data is understandably highly representational, not as dense and heavy
to handle, and as originating from real meteorological stations, highly relatable and tangible. Ob-
servational data primarily available for this project are wind direction, wind speed, air temperature,
dew point and relative humidity. Other data exists: Such as air pressure, which is a very robust and
fundamental parameter in meteorology, but judged to, at least initially, have too indirect explanatory
power. Another two parameters are cloud coverage and cloud base. Cloud coverage could possibly be
a very helpful parameter, as it affects how large the diurnal temperature variations driven by the sun
become, and consequently can assist in setting the threshold deciding between what is just regular
diurnal variation and what is an AMS.

A first outstanding dynamic of the air temperature to take note of is the sinusoidal shape of the
seasonal variation that occurs on the timescale of a year - colder in the winter and warmer in the
summer (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Seasonal air temperature variation.

The second outstanding dynamic is the on average sine like diurnal variation in air temperature
occurring on the timescale of a day - colder in the night, warmer during the day - although this
variation sometimes seemed a quite irregular.

Then there is a third somewhat appearing dynamic which concerns the amount of cloud cover, often
encompassing longer stretches of time, days to weeks of the sky being approximately clear or cloudy.
When it is clear the diurnal variations are stronger due to more of the solar radiation reaching the
surface of the earth in the day, which heats the air through conduction and convection, and more
infrared black-body radiation escaping the troposphere, and the entire atmosphere, in the night.
Clouds generally reflect more of the incoming solar radiation, and also absorbs and back radiates a
larger portion of the infrared radiating from the earth.

And finally there are the AMS:s which are defined by the mean air temperature changing over a
time scale of hours to days to a reasonably stable level of mean air temperature, remaining at that
approximate level on the order of days to weeks. To keep in mind is that what the exact defining
characteristics of an AMS should be in practice - in particular the duration - is a bit uncertain.
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Especially in terms of post-processed forecast production, the practical choice for defining duration
depends on how far ahead the forecast looks, and also on how the KF is set up - what time window it
is based on.

See figure 2 for examples of these non-seasonal variations.

Figure 2: Diurnal, clear/cloudy and AMS air temperature variational dynamics.

In conclusion the signal - the air temperature observational data - is highly non-stationary and
nonlinear, as is seen in figure 2.

In terms of looking at observational data from a region or all of the meteorological stations, or
similarly forecast data from a region, a distributed subset or all of the forecast grid points, this
would in the end be something required for passing production validation. It could also possibly
be of help in detection of burgeoning AMS:s moving in, but with respect to the relatively sparse
distribution of meteorological stations the observational data would seldom be of practical use, as the
meteorological dynamics can be affected by quite local geography, for instance due to conditions like
the lake effect, and the predictions for a given station not supported by the data from another.[9] The
forecast coordinate distribution is however quite dense and regional data would surely be useful and
probably necessary in production.

2.3 Hypothesis

This project attempts at answering whether the supposition that it will be possible to build a binary
classifier capable of detecting an AMS holds true. Detection is defined as correctly detecting at least
90% of the occurrences for at least one meteorological station over a period of at least the last ten
years.

This level of accuracy is chosen as it is what would be needed to use such a system in the post-
processing step of forecast production. But validating the accuracy will be a challenge, as one only
has the algorithmically labelled windows to compare with, or resort to manual comparison. In the
end the validity of the system will need to be tested in production, run in parallel, to estimate how
trustworthy it is.

3 Methods, results and evaluations

3.1 Reading the data

The observational data used for the project was from the Uppsala automatic meteorological station
(Klimatnr: 97510. Latitude: 59.8586°N, longitude: 17.6253°E.). The station data were stretching
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from 1998-01-01 00:00 to 2017-12-31 23:00. Timestamps were in Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) in the format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". The observational measurements were:

Parameter 1: Wind direction: ten minute average measured in degrees from true (or
geodetic) north.

Parameter 2: Wind speed: ten minute average measured in meter per second.

Parameter 3: Air temperature: instantaneous degree Celsius, measured at 2 meter height
above ground. (◦C).

Parameter 4: Dew point: instantaneous degree Celsius (◦C).

Parameter 5: Relative humidity: instantaneous percent (%)

There was also data from the Västerås meteorological station (Klimatnr: 96350. Latitude: 59.5977°N,
longitude: 16.6034°E.), which would have been used for further validation, and then further de-
velopment of the model. The Västerås station observational data were from 1994-01-01 00:00 to
2018-05-08 06:00, but with relative humidity missing altogether, and only measuring air temperature
from 1998-12-01 06:00 onward. But apart from this the Västerås data appeared more consistent on a
preliminary inspection.

Observables have of course been processed by the firmware of the sensors, the methods of measuring,
and also sometimes calculated as an average over time. The data was downloaded in comma-separated
value (CSV) format, in this case the delimiter was semicolon. There were some initial header rows
where the parameters, as well as the other information was given. There were also some empty rows,
especially the last one before the end-of-file (EOF) row, which contained a space or a whitespace
character.

The data contained quite some irregularities. It was in general defined to be hourly, at whole hours,
but sometimes the periods were irregular, with timestamps missing. Or over some long durations
clearly measured in manners like every six hours, but not at midnight, only at 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00.
Sometimes there were also irregularities in the fashion of an extra timestamp at some odd number
of minutes, but these should be discarded - viewed as an erroneous measurement. Also there were
sometimes parameter values missing. At times for long stretches. But air temperature was the most
consistent parameter with almost no missing values but for the irregular or missing timestamps.

The Python library chosen to read the CSV was pandas, as this seemed to have the best options for
handling the data at loading, and also was very much suited for time series work. To handle data
irregularities, the first header rows and the first empty row were discarded at the reading of the CSV.
The timestamps were parsed into a DatetimeIndex consisting of datetime64 objects. The empty
row with a beginning whitespace character failed to be handled, and so was removed afterwards.

As the frequency of the timestamps was not constant, and a constant frequency would be needed for
the LR, the DatetimeIndex was upsampled to consist of all whole hours between the boundaries
of the time series, creating many whole new rows of missing data. The timestamps deviating from
whole hours, defined as junk data, were automatically removed by this step. Then, lastly, as this
would be needed for the LR, the data was interpolated to cover the original holes and the missing
rows added by the upsampling. None of this would however be necessary for the production case due
to the regularity of forecast data.

These steps could be seen as the first steps of processing the data, but they were viewed as so simple
and fundamental to all subsequent parts of the project that it was done in the read file. Of course this
maybe should be changed, especially if more bare-bones or more careful and elaborate methods were
to be used. For instance to serve other choices of data processing methods or ML methods than the
ones so far used or aimed for.

Similar data can be downloaded at:

http://opendata-download-metobs.smhi.se/

For initial data exploration, simple plotting was done through pandas interface to matplotlib. But
when starting to look at rolling statistics, the need for more advanced plotting became apparent, and
familiarization with the object oriented mode of matplotlib began.
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3.2 Signal processing - algorithmical labelling

For the supervised learning approach, the data first had to be labelled. Here an algorithmical labelling
method was applied.

3.2.1 Moving average deltas

This was the first method tried in the initial data exploration, and one version of it ended up being the
one used. Looking at the data, it appeared that a rolling mean with a window size of two days (i.e. 48
hours) and a diurnal stride would differentiate the AMS:s from the rest of the data (figure 3).

Figure 3: Two-day windowed diurnal stride means.

The difference between every other such aggregate was calculated, first between the even ones,
then between the odd ones, in order to be able to compare consecutive days from the aggregate
arithmetically mean valued time series, and to be able to have both cases returning True at an AMS.
Then the condition to be fulfilled by an AMS would be that in a comparison between the even and
the odd differences, one or the other would be larger, and that they also were differing with at least
about 3 ◦C.

To show the occurrences discovered by the chosen detection method vertical lines were plotted at
these times (figure 4).

3.2.2 Evaluating the results of moving average deltas

With a threshold of 2.5 ◦C the method appeared to have been accurate in detecting most leading
occurrences, but also too sensitive in some cases, and sometimes also just reacting in a reasonable
way to cases where the gradient of the air temperature related to a continued ascent or descent for a
period over several days, therefore resulting in the detection method stacking up several consecutive,
or close to consecutive occurrences. Even though this in fact merely should be seen as an AMS
changing the temperature at a pace within the threshold, but over a longer period. The effect was
similar if there in short order were two AMS:s, changing the air temperature in opposite ways.

These repeated occurrence detections could be avoided by a number of methods, for instance by
having more rolling means of different window sizes and/or strides, to weed out those that are just
longer changes, setbacks or instabilities. But when exploring the occurrences detected there appeared
to be a simple method of aggregating them that would work, and which also has a foundation in that
the AMS:s are supposed to be stable for a period over about three days, for there being any point in
activating the KF, and to eventually end up being categorized as AMS:s.
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Figure 4: Two-day windowed diurnal stride mean deltas detections.

3.2.3 Aggregating the occurrences detected by the moving average deltas

By consecutively aggregating into leading occurrences, those occurrences appearing one, two and
then three diurnal intervals from the leading one - the multiples of those that in fact were part of a
larger shift could be reduced.

Plotting the aggregated data was done by overlaying another vertical marker for these occurrences on
top of the occurrences originally detected (figure 5).

Upon inspection the detection aggregation seemed to have worked quite well, with some problematic
regions still left. And though it was difficult to estimate by visual inspection, an estimation was that
they could produce at least a better than random result with LR, as there appears to be some aggregate
generality to the shape of AMS:s to be learned from imagined time windows around the detections
the aggregation resulted in.

Figure 5: Aggregated two-day windowed diurnal stride mean deltas detections.

Tests for how well all this really worked out should preferably eventually be set up to really try to
prove the viability and validity of this or any other approach. A rewarding situation would be to have
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different methods and compare them statistically. But also, a visual evaluation at this stage, or a
comparison, would be much more feasible than a manual labelling process would have been from
scratch.

3.2.4 Extracting windows based on the post aggregation detections

Time window limits were decided by inspecting at how long before and after a detection the defining
dynamics of an AMS were present (though this could change when looking at the demands of
production), partly coinciding with the conditions the aggregation was based upon, partly just adding
some padding for the window to generally capture the AMS dynamics. The limits were set at one
diurnal interval before, and three after the detection. There were attempts to do the window extraction
without a list comprehension, as this is more costly, and was detrimental to the performance of the
original system. But after a reconfiguration of the Python environment from scratch, the performance
was habile. Though it could be problematic when running on the prospected larger datasets.

Plotting the extracted windows was done by marking the temperature observations that were members
of a window (figure 6).

Figure 6: Aggregated detections with corresponding true windows.

3.2.5 Extracting windows of non-occurrences

A naïve method for extracting windows that would represent occurrences labelled false was based on
random generation of hours that were within the interval of the entire time series. Even if sometimes
exactly or closely overlapping the windows labelled true, the exact coincidences will of course be
relatively few, and learning would probably still produce a better than random result, especially as
the non-occurrences were drawn from hourly data - in comparison with the detections, which so far
were defined on a diurnal basis.

Plotting the non-occurrences was done in the same fashion as for the occurrences (figure 7).

3.2.6 Additional approach

Two-stage processing by first detecting clear or cloudy sky In the initial data exploration there
were some attempts to detect when skies are clear or cloudy. This should be clearly defined by
the diurnal variance or standard deviation. But in reality data were more complicated and noisy.
Especially looking at the edges of AMS:s, which were what was to be detected, the variance was of
course in general deviating from that of the timestamps leading up to the shift. This made a simple
and coarse method containing a primary processing step categorizing clear or cloudy unpractical.
And although this appeared to be possible, the unclear benefits of it, and since the AMS:s instead
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Figure 7: Aggregated detections, and non-occurrences with corresponding true and false windows.

defined by the arithmetic mean seemed about sufficient, resulted in this being left as an interesting
idea for possible later development.

3.2.7 Alternative approach

Hilbert-Huang Transform In the literature research on which methods to use the Hilbert-Huang
transform (HHT), a combination of Hilbert spectral analysis (HSA) with empirical mode decom-
position (EMD), seemed like an interesting prospect for sifting through the modes composing the
signal.[10] And could by itself or in combination with other methods similar to the ones used make
up a very accurate labelling method, with few false positives. It can also be used for pre-processing
data for feeding to NN:s, an area where another method is more commonly used - the discrete wavelet
transform (DWT).

3.3 Signal processing - machine learning

After the data had been labelled, in this project through algorithmical occurrence detection, it was
now possible trying to improve the occurrence detection by applying some supervised learning -
with the end goal of improving both accuracy and responsiveness to AMS:s by using more variables
and eventually forecast data points, possibly to a lower computational cost than the algorithmical
detection. Kind of a semi-supervised learning approach - using only partially labelled data.

3.3.1 Logistic regression

For the LR, the air temperature at each hour within a given window of standardized duration was
assigned its own input variable. So there was the offset and then, for this window size, four (one day
before, three days after a detection) times 24 hours, i.e. 96 input variables - in effect splitting up the at
the base univariate approach into a pseudo-multivariate one. In this first quite basic implementation
of a binary LR there was no feature scaling. There was LASSO regularization, but since just a simple
training testing split was made there was no tuning of the penalty, and no robust testing. The resulting
detection performance was that 77% of the occurrences and non-occurrences in the testing data set
were correctly classified (figure 8). But this level of performance is for now merely an indicator
of the LR:s ability on such data, and a bit of a mirage of any performance the LR could have in a
real production application. Illusory first and foremost because the LR step realistically needs to be
preempted by a feature scaling pre-processing step, but also because the LR would need to be trinary
instead of just binary, and also because of randomness playing a larger part due to non-robust testing -
the lacking non-occurrence generation and weaknesses in the occurrence detection. Conclusively the
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data suggests that LR is in general good at picking up relevant dynamics in the dataset. See a more
thorough analysis in the following discussion (4).

Figure 8: Results from a basic logistic regression (LR), without feature scaling, on a simple train-
ing/testing split of the windows corresponding with the detected occurrences and the generated
non-occurrences.

4 Discussion

A basic pipeline has so far been built, capable of generating rudimentary results. But in reviewing
the project roughly in the order of the pipeline, there would however be clear benefits to more and
appropriate visualizations and statistics through all segments - trying to get a more diverse and
comprehensive view on what is going on - a compass for making the right decisions in further
development. Then there are some ideas on how to improve the labelling, as constituted by the
occurrence detection and aggregation.

Occurrences are so far defined at midnight as they are based on a diurnal stride. This would preferably
be harmonized to also be at an hourly stride for the production and for improving timely accuracy.
Adjustments to the detection algorithm would need to be done to accommodate this change.

A basic improvement during aggregation is that there should be a check for if the aggregated
occurrence is in the opposite direction, and not just part of one larger AMS temperature ascent/descent,
if so it should not be aggregated, but instead be recognized as an actual separate occurrence (if not too
temporary). There are other improvements to aggregation that can be discovered when investigating
the failures of the detection and aggregation phases, but these aggregation technicalities would not
be needed if the detection was better to begin with. Thus, improving the detection could be a better
prospect, especially as the aggregation risks become overly convoluted - better prioritizing trying to
deduct more general dynamics that could help detection. But improvements within both phases, and
additional or alternate phases should be on the table. Ways of improving the detection could be doing
comparisons over more strides, and/or using more stretched out moving statistics.

In the end/production use case there is also the question of how much more can be done in the
algorithmical labelling department if the forecast is limited to merely a couple of days forward in
time. As foreseen and planned, certainty and stability of an AMS might need to be inferred from
the other parameters, and probably also from neighbouring forecast points. And any estimation of
duration of an AMS, and for how long the new air mass will dominate, will certainly need to be
drawn from surrounding forecast points. The KF should only be activated after an AMS has been
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completed, and only on a new stable air mass. These multivariate conditions are where ML flourishes
and where to expand the so far univariate LR into.

Methods for extracting windows that would represent occurrences labelled false were so far based
on random generation of hours that were within the interval of the entire time series. The next
steps for improvement would be to exclude dates from the true windows from the time series the
non-occurrences would be randomly drawn from. Most easily merely excluding the post aggregation
detections, or alternatively the whole true windows. A bit more complicated, but more appropriate,
would be removing just the dates within a certain vicinity of the true detections. Another method
would be generating an excessive number of random false windows; then similarly, but instead after
the fact, remove just those colliding with the true detections, those that have any overlap with the
true windows, or those that have an overlap within some vicinity. The vicinities should preferably
be scaled individually with the duration of each AMS, as to keep the AMS dynamic out of the false
windows. False window overlapping does not affect anything, only too close overlap, too much
similarity, between the false and the true.

An essential general improvement would be some variant of feature scaling. This to get the features
in the samples on an equal footing - always training within the same regime, otherwise the LR will be
prevented from learning properly - the data distribution not being anything close to linearly separable.
It could also could feasibly also be beneficial for the algorithmical detection phase. As it is, the ability
of the LR is severely held back by the variable values in the samples being wildly and intermixedly
distributed. Equally important would be the addition of a class (trinary LR) to be able to separate
AMS:s from the higher or lower mean temperatures they originate from or culminate in. In the
now used multidimensional approach the hyperplane decision boundaries should mostly be able to
separate the changes, which, for certain feature scalings, would lie in the parallel middle region
between the hyperplanes 1•X=0 and 1•X=1. In the 2D approach the lines would possibly be able to
reasonably successfully manage a similar separation. In feature scaled data the region of changes
to fit a lower and upper decision bound on would be the horizontal middle region in the interval
[0, 1]. The hyperplanes could be better able to separate the classes as they can seek a better fit per
point/dimension (temperature timestep). Conversely the decision boundary lines drawn in the 2D
time-temperature plane could be worse at linearly separating the AMS:s. But as this has not been
closely analyzed it is hard to be certain. The multidimensional approach has a comparatively higher
risk of overfitting and need for more training data, which should merit one trying the 2D approach,
or at least more closely compare the two in visualization and statistics. The error now would have
a prevalence of false positives, which, due to the unscaled data and the binary classification should
predominantly lie in the high or the low temperature regime depending on which regime is more
frequently present in the occurrences labelled True.

Then there is the need for robust testing via cross-validation, and result statistics such as the H-
measure, which is an updated version of AUROC (Area Under the (Curve) (AUC) Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) curve) or the c-statistic (related to the Gini coefficient), or alternatively the
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion), and the confusion matrix.[3, 11]

Going further with this semi-supervised approach, one should probably really try to insure that there
are no false positives. Primarily in the algorithmical (or otherwise) labelling, and then, feasibly, for
each consecutive semi-supervised step. A guess as to the appropriate method chain would be to step
by step go for a more sophisticated model, but all along the way insuring minimal false positivity.

Overall the computational cost during the project was negligible, running cheaply on a very regular
computer. Nevertheless, there were several opportunities for code improvements that were spotted. In
the calculation of the deltas it should be possible to do in just one step instead of two as it is now. For
the extractions of windowed data there were some investigations in ways of designing/formulating in
an array/vectorized form, without list comprehensions, and it probably could be done. There were
more ways gleaned on how to make the code simpler and/or faster, but the ones mentioned were
estimated to be among the largest improvements.

A road forward There needs to be a trinary data flow and LR, as before consisting of the occur-
rences, but with a class separation between relative "high" and "low" temperature non-occurrences.
And the obvious weakness of no feature scaling should as foreseen be rather detrimental to any hope
of high performance and implementation should be of highest priority. Visualizations and statistics
could help guide the choice between the multidimensional and the 2D approaches, but would also
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be present in building out more robust testing via cross-validation, and result statistics such as the
H-measure (an updated version of AUROC (Area Under the (Curve) (AUC) Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) curve)) (or the c-statistic) (related to the Gini coefficient) or the AIC (Akaike
Information Criterion), and a confusion matrix. After that improving the non-occurrence generation,
as it is a quite cheap insurance against skewing of the results. Lastly, work on the algorithmical
occurrence detection would be need to be improved, especially, in this semi-supervised scheme,
minimizing the false positive detection.

5 Conclusion

Whether the hypothesis would hold - that machine learning over at least a ten year period successfully
could identify at least 90% of the changes in air masses that makes the regular Kalman filter diverge -
still remains to be seen. And a lot more work would probably be needed to build and train such a
system. What this project has accomplished is building a passable pipeline consisting of loading data,
algorithmical labelling, a simple binary logistic regression, plotting for visualizing the various steps
of the pipeline, and the intermediary structures connecting the different parts of the pipeline. Logistic
regression appeared to be quite performant in drawing inference from the temperature dynamics of
air masses, and managed to correctly classify 77% of the algorithmically labelled data.
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6 Appendix: Code listing

1 # -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
2

3 # %%
4

5

6 """
7 READ DATA
8 """
9

10 # %% Imports.
11

12 import pandas as pd
13

14 # %% Reading, parsing, naming, upsampling and interpolating the data.
15

16 # Names given to the input variuables/features/...
17 colnames = ['UTC', 'windDir', 'windSpeed', 'airTemp', 'dewPt', 'relHum']
18

19 # Reading the data from the CSV file into a Pandas dataframe; headers
20 # are at row 6 (but given the names colnames), trying to skip the last
21 # row which is blank/empty but an initial space - fails..., choosing
22 # parse_dates True to most quickly (C engine) parse the dates of the
23 # UTC/index column.
24 dataDir = "C:\\Users\\Anund\\OneDrive\\Documents\\SMHIKExProj\\KEx-data\\"
25 dataUppsala = "Uppsala 1998 till 2017.csv"
26 df = pd.read_csv(
27 dataDir+dataUppsala, header=6,
28 sep=';', names=colnames, index_col='UTC', skipinitialspace=True,
29 skiprows=range(5, 10), skip_blank_lines=True, parse_dates=True,
30 infer_datetime_format=True)
31

32 # Dropping last "row" which failed with skipinitialspace &
33 # skip_blank_lines.
34 df = df[:-1]
35

36 # Upsampling to include all hours, and interpolates over the
37 # NaNs/NULLs/NaTs.
38 dfui = df.asfreq('H').interpolate() # u(psample)i(nterpolate).
39

40 # %%
41

42

43 """
44 SIGNAL PROCESSING - ALGORITHMICALLY LABEL DATA
45 """
46

47 # %% Imports.
48

49 import numpy as np
50 import datetime as dt
51

52 # %% Declaration of constants.
53

54 # Threshold/delta (degree Celsius) that defines the detecion of AMS:s.
55 thresh = 2.5 # Tried: 3, 3.5, 2.5
56

57 # Size (days before/after detection) of true and false windows.
58 dayBfr = 1
59 dayAft = 3
60 # Thoughts about up to 6. But maybe needs to be less than 3 for
61 # forecast data.
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62

63 # Seed for generating pseudorandoms.
64 rndSeed = 5555
65

66 # %% Aggregating and rolling statistics.
67

68 # Diurnal air temperature mean (arithmetic (henceforth)).
69 dfui_m = dfui.airTemp.resample('D').mean()
70

71 # Two-day air temperature mean, daily stride.
72 # 2rm2:
73 # #WINDOW#r(-olling)av(era)g(e)2 (m(m)=m^2=m2)
74 dfui_2rm2 = dfui_m.rolling(window='2D', center=False,
75 closed='right').mean()
76 # One could reflect on the kind of interval the mean is/(should be)
77 # taken over, for now one closed on the right.
78

79 # %% Original true detections.
80

81 # Each minus that two days fwd, as a two-day window is used.
82 dfui_2rm2_dff = dfui_2rm2.diff(-2)
83

84 dfui_2rm2_dff_evn = dfui_2rm2_dff.iloc[::2]
85 dfui_2rm2_dff_odd = dfui_2rm2_dff.iloc[1::2]
86

87 # True where one is larger than the other, and larger than the
88 # threshold.
89 dfui_2rm2_dff_evn_msk = ((abs(dfui_2rm2_dff_evn)
90 > abs(dfui_2rm2_dff_odd.reindex(index=
91 dfui_2rm2_dff_evn.index, method='bfill')))
92 & (abs(dfui_2rm2_dff_evn) > thresh))
93 dfui_2rm2_dff_odd_msk = ((abs(dfui_2rm2_dff_odd)
94 >= abs(dfui_2rm2_dff_evn.reindex(index=
95 dfui_2rm2_dff_odd.index, method='ffill')))
96 & (abs(dfui_2rm2_dff_odd) > thresh))
97

98 # Only Trues - for the indicator/flag plotting.
99 dfui_2rm2_dff_evn_tru = dfui_2rm2_dff_evn_msk[dfui_2rm2_dff_evn_msk]

100 dfui_2rm2_dff_odd_tru = dfui_2rm2_dff_odd_msk[dfui_2rm2_dff_odd_msk]
101

102 # For plotting.
103 dfui_2rm2_dff_tru = pd.concat([dfui_2rm2_dff_evn_tru,
104 dfui_2rm2_dff_odd_tru]).sort_index()
105

106 # %% True event detections aggregated from the originals.
107

108 # agg(regate)M(a)sk - collapsing those one, then two, then three days
109 # after each other.
110 aggMsk_1 = (dfui_2rm2_dff_tru & ~(dfui_2rm2_dff_tru
111 & dfui_2rm2_dff_tru.shift(1, freq='D'))).reindex(index= \
112 dfui_2rm2.index, fill_value=False)
113 aggMsk_2 = (dfui_2rm2_dff_tru & ~(dfui_2rm2_dff_tru
114 & dfui_2rm2_dff_tru.shift(2, freq='D'))).reindex(index= \
115 dfui_2rm2.index, fill_value=False)
116 aggMsk_3 = (dfui_2rm2_dff_tru & ~(dfui_2rm2_dff_tru
117 & dfui_2rm2_dff_tru.shift(3, freq='D'))).reindex(index= \
118 dfui_2rm2.index, fill_value=False)
119 aggMsk = aggMsk_1 & aggMsk_2 & aggMsk_3
120 aggTru = aggMsk[aggMsk]
121 aggTru.rename('event', inplace=True)
122

123 # %% Extraction of windows from events detected.
124

125 # i(nter)v(als)
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126 aggTru_iv = pd.DataFrame(data=0, index=aggTru.index, columns=['L', 'U'])
127 aggTru_iv.L = aggTru.shift(-dayBfr, freq='D').index # Lower bound
128 aggTru_iv.U = aggTru.shift(dayAft, freq='D').index # Upper bound
129

130 # For plotting.
131 dfui_wins = [dfui.airTemp[(dfui.index >= aggTru_iv.L[i])
132 & (dfui.index < aggTru_iv.U[i])]
133 for i in range(len(aggTru_iv))]
134 dfui_wins_concat = pd.concat(dfui_wins)
135

136 # For feeding to logistic regression.
137 dfui_wins_intidxlst = [dfui.airTemp[(dfui.index >= aggTru_iv.L[i])
138 & (dfui.index < aggTru_iv.U[i])].reset_index(drop=True)
139 for i in range(len(aggTru_iv))]
140 dfui_wins_intidxdf = pd.DataFrame(data=dfui_wins_intidxlst)
141 dfui_wins_intidxdf.reset_index(drop=True, inplace=True)
142 dfui_wins_intidxdf['event'] = True
143

144 # %% Generation of false events.
145

146 np.random.seed(seed=rndSeed)
147 falseTimes = np.random.choice(dfui.index, size=len(dfui_wins))
148

149 # %% Extraction of windows from false events generated.
150

151 # i(nter)v(als)
152 falseTimes_iv = pd.DataFrame(data=0, index=falseTimes, columns=['L', 'U'])
153 falseTimes_iv.L = falseTimes_iv.shift(-dayBfr, freq='D').index # Lower bound
154 falseTimes_iv.U = falseTimes_iv.shift(dayAft, freq='D').index # Upper bound
155

156 # For plotting.
157 dfui_falseWins = [dfui.airTemp[(dfui.index >= falseTimes_iv.L[i])
158 & (dfui.index < falseTimes_iv.U[i])]
159 for i in range(len(falseTimes_iv))]
160 dfui_falseWins_concat = pd.concat(dfui_falseWins)
161

162 # For feeding to logistic regression.
163 dfui_falseWins_intidxlst = [dfui.airTemp[(dfui.index >= falseTimes_iv.L[i])
164 & (dfui.index < falseTimes_iv.U[i])].reset_index(
165 drop=True) for i in range(len(falseTimes_iv))]
166 dfui_falseWins_intidxdf = pd.DataFrame(data=dfui_falseWins_intidxlst)
167 dfui_falseWins_intidxdf.reset_index(drop=True, inplace=True)
168 dfui_falseWins_intidxdf['event'] = False
169

170 # %% Preparation for feeding to logistic regression.
171

172 # Formatted for training - with RangeIndex.
173 dfui_training_concat = pd.concat([dfui_wins_intidxdf,
174 dfui_falseWins_intidxdf]).reset_index(
175 drop=True)
176

177 # Analogous to training formatting but with DatetimeIndex.
178 training_times = pd.concat([aggTru, pd.Series(data=False, index=falseTimes,
179 name='event')])
180 # falseTimes was datetime64[ns] np ndarray. Serialized to be
181 # concatenated.
182

183 dfui_wins_concat_axis1 = pd.concat(dfui_wins, axis=1)
184 dfui_falseWins_concat_axis1 = pd.concat(dfui_falseWins, axis=1)
185 dfui_concat_axis1 = pd.concat([dfui_wins_concat_axis1,
186 dfui_falseWins_concat_axis1], axis=1)
187 dfui_concat_axis1.columns = range(0, len(dfui_concat_axis1.columns))
188

189 # %%
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190

191

192 """
193 SIGNAL PROCESSING - LOGISTICALLY REGRESS LABELLED DATA
194 """
195

196 # %% Imports.
197

198 from sklearn import linear_model
199 from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
200

201 # %% Constants.
202

203 # Seed for generating pseudorandoms.
204 rndState = 42
205

206 # %% Training, fitting and testing.
207

208 # Simple train/test-split.
209 X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(
210 dfui_training_concat.loc[:, dfui_training_concat.columns != 'event'],
211 dfui_training_concat.loc[:, dfui_training_concat.columns == 'event'],
212 test_size=0.33, random_state=rndState)
213

214 # Defining the linear model.
215 # C = "Penalty weight (often named lambda)." (default C=1.0)
216 # penalty = "Norm applied on the model parameters (betas), here the
217 # L1-norm (LASSO) is the choice."
218 # tol = "Tolerance for the stopping criteria of the nonlinear solver."
219 clf = linear_model.LogisticRegression(C=1.0, penalty='l1', tol=1e-4)
220

221 clf.fit(X_train, np.ravel(y_train))
222

223 X_pred_bool = clf.predict(X_test)
224

225 X_pred = pd.DataFrame(data=X_pred_bool, index=X_test.index, columns=['event'])
226

227 prcnt = np.sum(X_pred == y_test)/len(X_test)
228 print "Logistic regression detection rate: " + str(round(prcnt, 3)*100) + " %"
229

230 # %% Preparing for plotting.
231

232 # For showing which classified true/false in testing.
233 X_pred_tru = X_pred[X_pred.event]
234 X_pred_false = X_pred[~X_pred.event]
235 dfui_pred = pd.DataFrame(
236 data=np.nan, index=range(0, len(dfui_training_concat)),
237 columns=['event']).join(X_pred_tru, how='left',
238 lsuffix="_left", rsuffix="_center")
239 dfui_pred = dfui_pred.event_center
240 dfui_pred = pd.DataFrame(
241 data=dfui_pred.values,
242 index=range(0, len(dfui_training_concat)),
243 columns=['event']).join(X_pred_false, how="left",
244 lsuffix="_center", rsuffix="_right")
245 dfui_pred.event_center.fillna(value=-1, inplace=True)
246 nyan = pd.DataFrame(data=-1, index=range(0, len(dfui_training_concat)),
247 columns=['nyan'])
248 dfui_pred.event_center[dfui_pred.event_center == nyan.nyan] =\
249 dfui_pred.event_right[dfui_pred.event_center == nyan.nyan]
250 dfui_pred = dfui_pred.event_center
251 # Corresponding plotting routine commented out for now.
252 #dfui_concat_axis1_tru = dfui_concat_axis1.loc[:, dfui_pred == True]
253 # Corresponding plotting routine commented out for now.
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254 #dfui_concat_axis1_false = dfui_concat_axis1.loc[:, dfui_pred == False]
255 # Has no corresponding plotting routine for now.
256 #testing_classified = training_times.loc[
257 # ((dfui_pred == True) | (dfui_pred == False)).values]
258 testing_classdTru = training_times[(dfui_pred == True).values]
259 testing_classdFalse = training_times[(dfui_pred == False).values]
260

261 # Creating timeseries to show the occurrences and the non-occurrences
262 # tested on.
263 testing_times = pd.concat([pd.Series(data=True, index=X_test.index),
264 pd.Series(data=False, index=X_train.index)])
265 testing_times.sort_index(inplace=True)
266 training_tested = training_times[testing_times.values]
267 testing_TruLabeld = training_tested[training_tested]
268 testing_FalseLabeld = training_tested[~training_tested]
269

270 # %%
271

272

273 """
274 PLOT DATA
275 """
276

277 # %% Imports.
278

279 # Switching backend.
280 import matplotlib
281 matplotlib.use('Qt5Cairo') # Cairo vector renders the Qt5 canvas.
282

283 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
284 import matplotlib.dates as mdates
285 import seaborn as sns
286 import matplotlib.transforms as tx
287

288 from collections import OrderedDict
289

290 import IPython
291

292 # %%
293

294 # Switching from Spyder default plotting ("%matplotlib inline") to
295 # "%matplotlib qt".
296 shell = IPython.get_ipython()
297 shell.enable_matplotlib()
298 # This defaults to spec in matplotlibrc (qt5agg).
299 # Alt spec (gui='qt' or) 'inline'.
300

301 # %% Seaborn plot settings.
302

303 sns.set_style('whitegrid')
304 sns.set_style('ticks', {"grid.linestyle": "--"})
305 sns.set_context('poster')
306 # notebook (def), paper, talk, poster # font_scale=1.23
307

308 # %% Declaring a dictionary and some tuples.
309

310 vdFont = {"fontname": "Verdana"}
311 color = (0, 0, 0, 1) # Just Black
312 xLabelCoords = (1.042, 0.0097) # 'poster' # 'paper': 1.02, 0.006
313 yLabelCoords = (0, 1.02)
314 minMaxTemp = (-53, 39) # i.e. 38 (because range() open to the right)
315

316 # %% Defining the date format.
317
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318 datesFmt = mdates.DateFormatter('%Y-%m-%d')
319

320 # %% Plotting (k(ey)w(ord)arg(ument)s figure, axes and linestyle may
321 # sometimes be redundant.)
322

323 # Creating a figure object and an axes object.
324 fig, ax = plt.subplots()
325

326 # Setting up x and y labels.
327 ax.set_xlabel('Time', color='sienna', **vdFont)
328 ax.xaxis.set_label_coords(*xLabelCoords)
329 ax.set_ylabel(u'Air temperature (\u00B0C)', color='navy',
330 rotation='horizontal', **vdFont)
331 ax.yaxis.set_label_coords(*yLabelCoords)
332

333 # Plotting disks (circles) for the original data points.
334 ax.plot(df.index, df.airTemp, color='navy', marker='o', linestyle='None',
335 label="Observations")
336

337 # Plotting lines between the hourly datapoints obtained from
338 # upsampling and interpolating.
339 ax.plot(dfui.index, dfui.airTemp, color='navy', linestyle='-', alpha=0.67,
340 label="Observations upsampled and interpolated")
341

342 # Plotting disks and stepwise plateaus indicating the diurnal mean.
343 # The mean value calculated for one day is kept throughout the day
344 # and changed "post", i.e. at the next diurnal mean value.
345 ax.step(dfui_2rm2.index, dfui_2rm2, color='maroon',
346 where='post', marker='o', alpha=0.8,
347 label="Two-day windowed diurnal stride mean")
348

349 # Transformation such that x-coordinates will be relative to the data,
350 # and y-coordinates will be relative to the axes, i.e. the plotting
351 # area. (x counts in time, y counts in the real interval [0, 1])
352 trans = tx.blended_transform_factory(ax.transData, ax.transAxes)
353

354 # Plotting two-day mean delta occurrence detections.
355 # k(ey)w(ord)arg(ument)s
356 kwargs_dfui_2rm2_dff_tru = dict(linewidth=2, color='seagreen', transform=trans,
357 label=
358 "Two-day mean delta occurrence detections")
359 plt.plot(np.repeat(dfui_2rm2_dff_tru.index, 3), np.tile([.05, .95, np.nan],
360 len(dfui_2rm2_dff_tru)), **kwargs_dfui_2rm2_dff_tru)
361

362 # Plotting aggregated/updated occurrence detections.
363 kwargs_aggTru = dict(alpha=0.33, axes=ax, figure=fig, linewidth=10,
364 color='fuchsia', transform=trans,
365 label="Aggregated/updated occurrence detections")
366 plt.plot(np.repeat(aggTru.index, 3), np.tile([.1, .9, np.nan], len(aggTru)),
367 **kwargs_aggTru)
368

369 # Plotting windows extracted w.r.t. updated occurrence detections).
370 kwargs_dfui_wins_concat = dict(
371 alpha=0.15, antialiased=True, axes=ax, figure=fig, marker='o',
372 markeredgecolor='grey', markeredgewidth=2, markerfacecolor='fuchsia',
373 markersize=20, linestyle='None',
374 label="Windows extracted w.r.t. updated occurrence detections")
375 ax.plot(dfui_wins_concat.index, dfui_wins_concat,
376 **kwargs_dfui_wins_concat)
377

378 # Plotting randomly generated non-occurrences.
379 kwargs_falseTimes = dict(alpha=0.33, axes=ax, figure=fig, linewidth=15,
380 color='gold', transform=trans,
381 label="Randomly generated non-occurrences")
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382 plt.plot(np.repeat(falseTimes, 3), np.tile([.125, .875, np.nan],
383 len(falseTimes)), **kwargs_falseTimes)
384

385 # Plotting windows extracted w.r.t. non-occurrences.
386 kwargs_dfui_falseWins_concat = dict(
387 alpha=0.15, antialiased=True, axes=ax, figure=fig, marker='o',
388 markeredgecolor='grey', markeredgewidth=2, markerfacecolor='gold',
389 markersize=20, linestyle='None',
390 label="Windows extracted w.r.t. non-occurrences")
391 ax.plot(dfui_falseWins_concat.index, dfui_falseWins_concat,
392 **kwargs_dfui_falseWins_concat)
393

394 # Here one could have a plotting routine for showing all the times
395 # tested on - on equal footing, in one step.
396 # But for now showing them distinctly, in two separate steps:
397

398 # Plotting detected occurrences tested on.
399 kwargs_testing_TruLabeld = dict(alpha=0.33, axes=ax, figure=fig, linewidth=20,
400 color='orangered', transform=trans,
401 label="Detected occurrences tested on")
402 plt.plot(np.repeat(testing_TruLabeld.index, 3), np.tile([.25, .75, np.nan],
403 len(testing_TruLabeld)), **kwargs_testing_TruLabeld)
404

405 # Plotting non-ocurrences tested on.
406 kwargs_testing_FalseLabeld = dict(alpha=0.33, axes=ax, figure=fig,
407 linewidth=25, color='lime',
408 transform=trans,
409 label="Non-occurrences tested on")
410 plt.plot(np.repeat(testing_FalseLabeld.index, 3), np.tile([.33, .67, np.nan],
411 len(testing_FalseLabeld)), **kwargs_testing_FalseLabeld)
412

413 # Plotting true classifications.
414 kwargs_testing_classdTru = dict(alpha=0.33, axes=ax, figure=fig, linewidth=30,
415 color='darkorchid', transform=trans,
416 label="Classified True")
417 plt.plot(np.repeat(testing_classdTru.index, 3), np.tile([.4, .6, np.nan],
418 len(testing_classdTru)), **kwargs_testing_classdTru)
419

420 ## Plotting windows associated with true classifications.
421 #kwargs_dfui_concat_axis1_tru = dict(
422 # alpha=0.15, antialiased=True, axes=ax, figure=fig, marker='o',
423 # markeredgecolor='grey', markeredgewidth=2,
424 # markerfacecolor='darkorchid', markersize=20, linestyle='None',
425 # label="Windows associated with classified true")
426 #ax.plot(dfui_concat_axis1_tru.index, dfui_concat_axis1_tru,
427 # **kwargs_dfui_concat_axis1_tru)
428 # Calculation/creation (log_reg_data) commented out for now.
429

430 # Plotting false classifications.
431 kwargs_testing_classdFalse = dict(alpha=0.66, axes=ax, figure=fig,
432 linewidth=35, color='orange',
433 transform=trans, label="Classified False")
434 plt.plot(np.repeat(testing_classdFalse.index, 3), np.tile([.45, .55, np.nan],
435 len(testing_classdFalse)), **kwargs_testing_classdFalse)
436

437 ## Plotting windows associated with false classifications.
438 #kwargs_dfui_concat_axis1_false = dict(
439 # alpha=0.15, antialiased=True, axes=ax, figure=fig, marker='o',
440 # markeredgecolor='grey', markeredgewidth=2,
441 # markerfacecolor='orange', markersize=20, linestyle='None',
442 # label="Windows associated with classified false")
443 #ax.plot(dfui_concat_axis1_false.index, dfui_concat_axis1_false,
444 # **kwargs_dfui_concat_axis1_false)
445 # Calculation/creation (log_reg_data) commented out for now.
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446

447 # Setting up the y ticks.
448 ax.tick_params(axis='y', labelcolor=color)
449 ax.set_yticks(list(range(*minMaxTemp)), minor=True)
450

451 # Setting the date format.
452 ax.xaxis.set_major_formatter(datesFmt)
453

454 # Setting up the grid. (Should partly be set by the Seaborn call.)
455 #kwargs_majorXGrid = dict(alpha=.42, markevery='None', xdata=dfui_m.index)
456 ax.grid(b=True, which='major', axis='x', alpha=.42) # **kwargs_majorXGrid ...
457 # ... xdata=dfui_m.index acceptance ceased ...
458 # ... with update matplotlib 2.1.2 -> 2.2.2
459 ax.grid(b=True, which='major', axis='y', alpha=.42)
460 ax.grid(b=True, which='minor', axis='y', alpha=.21)
461

462 # Formatting the legend.
463 handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels()
464 handles[0].set_linestyle('None')
465 by_label = OrderedDict(zip(labels, handles))
466 plt.legend(by_label.values(), by_label.keys(), loc='best',
467 labelspacing=1.8, handletextpad=1.8)
468 # loc=(.015, .52) # loc='best' # loc=(.013, .59) # loc=(.013, .67)
469

470 # Removing the upper and right spines.
471 sns.despine()
472

473 # Not needed for now.
474 # plt.xticks(rotation='vertical')
475

476 # Not needed for now.
477 # plt.show()
478

479 # %%
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